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Outfit iPad Mini for Filmmaking with iOgrapher Support
Case — A Funded Kickstarter Project

It’s common to find new, cool iPad accessories on Kickstarter, but few have offered

accessories for the iPad mini. Given the enthusiastic reception it has received on

Kickstarter, the iOgrapher Support Case for iPad mini is likely to be the first of many

such endeavors.

Project creator Dave Basulto fell in love with the iPad mini at first sight (“like a high

school boy meeting his first girl”), and he’s turned to Kickstarter to bring his filmmaking

accessory to market. Basulto, a teacher and video tutorial hobbyist, saw room to improve

on the quality of iPad videos with a few simple additions, so he designed a case system

that allows its user to add lenses, handles, audio equipment, lights and even mount the

whole apparatus on a tripod.

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1215189727/iographer-support-case-for-ipad-mini?ref=live
http://iographer.com/blog/why-the-mini/
http://www.youtube.com/user/themediamogul?feature=mhee
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The iOgrapher support case is sturdy, yet not bulky. A user can add a variety of 37 mm

lenses to the case (e.g. wide angle, fisheye, and macro), to create a wide range of

different effects. There’s also an area on the top of the case to attach lighting and audio

equipment, while areas on the bottom of the case allow the user to mount it to

a standard tripod, monopod, or portable dolly.

Basulto plans to create a site, iOgrapher U, specifically for owners of the iOgrapher case,

which will offer detailed video tutorials about all aspects of creating video with an iPad.

He plans to cover film making apps, workflows for video, audio, storyboarding,

screenwriting, and editing.

Basulto hasn’t forgotten the original iPad either, and plans to release a similar case for

the mini’s big brother in the future.

The iOgrapher Support Case reached its funding goal, but there’s still a few days left to

support this project. Although most of the early bird slots are gone, those who pledge

$50 will receive the iOgrapher Support Case in black. Pledge $80 to receive the case plus

a wide angle lens. The case also comes in white. Most pledge levels include a lifetime

membership to iOgrapher U as well.

Interested backers need to pledge before the funding period ends on April 13, 2013.

Basulto expects cases to ship by June 2013.

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1215189727/iographer-support-case-for-ipad-mini?ref=live

